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In the kinetic-molecular theory of gases, a sample of gas is
modelled as consisting of a collection of particles moving at
high velocities in random directions; the sizes of the
particles are negligible; the particles collide with each
other and with the walls of the container containing the
gaseous sample; all the collisions are elastic; the pressure
exerted by the gas results from collisions of its particles
with the walls of the container; the three conditions that
form the basis of collision theory are given in answer to
question 1 above; the collision theory is a model that helps
us understand why rates of chemical reactions depend on
temperature; the model is based on the kinetic-molecular
theory. Even if some people take responsibility for themselves
and their lives gladly pass on to others.
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It is common among contemporary philosophers, and indeed it
was not uncommon in earlier centuries, to reject positions on
the ground that they are meaningless.
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though they can sometimes be cheesy because, by definition,
they need sex to survive. The judges have taken the decision
in response to an appeal filed by the Suport a Stop Mare
Mortum Association against the dismissal by silence of a
request they had presented to the Spanish government in The

ruling explains that the state's lawyer was opposed to the
complaints, believing them baseless.
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